


Introducing Thibaut's debut collection of custom, cut-to-order area rugs, guaranteed Introducing Thibaut's debut collection of custom, cut-to-order area rugs, guaranteed 
for delivery within just 10 days. Whether enhancing your indoor space or elevating for delivery within just 10 days. Whether enhancing your indoor space or elevating 
your outdoor setting, AREAS is the ultimate in versatility, perfectly suited to every your outdoor setting, AREAS is the ultimate in versatility, perfectly suited to every 
corner of your home. This collection showcases sophisticated herringbones, corner of your home. This collection showcases sophisticated herringbones, 
whimsical nautical stripes, and elegantly understated patterned solids. With options whimsical nautical stripes, and elegantly understated patterned solids. With options 
in soothing neutral shades and vibrant blues and greens, there's a style to captivate in soothing neutral shades and vibrant blues and greens, there's a style to captivate 
every taste. AREAS presents an exclusive array of seven designs in wool, wool every taste. AREAS presents an exclusive array of seven designs in wool, wool 
blends, and durable 100% PET, ensuring a truly comprehensive selection. All rugs blends, and durable 100% PET, ensuring a truly comprehensive selection. All rugs 
are 15' wide, eliminating the need for seams, with custom hand surging available.are 15' wide, eliminating the need for seams, with custom hand surging available.

Montecito in Dove. Front cover Laguna in Ocean.Montecito in Dove. Front cover Laguna in Ocean.

A001

PEARL

AOO3

TOPA Z

A002

PEPPER

A004

BONE

A005

SMOKE

For more
details and care

& cleaning

Aspen
Warm and inviting in marled earth tones, Aspen's 100% New Zealand wool construction 
produces a very soft hand, making it an excellent alternative to natural fibers, which can be more 
coarse underfoot. It features an organic, hand-composed look with braided yarn varying
in gauge — some thin and tightly woven, others nubby and thicker, imbuing texture and interest. 
Its low, durable, compact construction makes it an excellent option for layering rugs.

Aspen in Bone



AO13

GR ANITE

A017

APRICOT

A015

CLOUD

A014

POOL

A018

PUTT Y

A016

CLOVER

A010

SEAGLASS

A011

OCEAN

A012

COR AL

For more
details and care

& cleaning

Bar Harbor
Bar Harbor's durable blend is made of 80% white dyed wool interlaced with 20% jute cord, 
giving it a soft and organic look. It is hand-loomed with a compact construction, irregular pattern, 
and subdued color choices, making it a universally appealing neutral with great overall texture. 
Alternatively, you can choose the bolder, more graphic black-and-white aesthetic of Granite.

Laguna
Reminiscent of colorful, vintage Italian knitwear, Laguna is a delightfully playful rug.
Made from a New Zealand wool blend, ideal for dyeing, this tightly woven chevron
pattern in alternating vibrant colors captures the colorful spirit of the West Coast.

For more
details and care

& cleaning

Bar Harbor in Granite

Laguna in Ocean



Bar Harbor in Clover



A019

DOVE

A021

SABLE

A020

CHALK

A022

ASH

Montecito
45% New Zealand wool and 55% jute
blend create a twisted, wavy stripe effect in 
Montecito. This rug features a braided jute 
cord, perfectly complementing its neutral, 
understated color palette. Its low, durable, 
compact construction perfectly combines 
sophistication and elegance.

For more details and 
care & cleaning

A041

KHAKI

A043

LICORICE

A042

OLIVE

A044

WALNUT

A045

ROYAL

A046

CERULEAN

A048

KELLY

A047

AQUA

A049

DAISY

A050

CLEMENTINE

Nantucket
Like its namesake, Nantucket brings 
you an undeniable seaside feel. It 
is crafted from 100% UV-stable 
polyester PET and comes in vibrant 
colors. This durable rug is suitable 
for indoor and outdoor use, making 
it perfect for all life's adventures. The 
UV resistance is inherent to the fibers, 
ensuring the rug is fadeproof and can 
withstand the rigors of family living.

For more details and 
care & cleaning

Nantucket in Cerulean

Montecito in Dove



A006

COBBLESTONE

A008

BUTTERCUP

A007

SAIL

A009

HARBOR

For more
details and care

& cleaning

Newport
Drawing inspiration from Newport's vibrant harbor, this 100% New Zealand wool rug 
showcases bold and colorful contrasting stripes. The wool is semi-worsted, meaning that 
only the strongest fibers are combed and spun into yarn. The lively colorways include 
sunny yellows, serene blues, and warm browns.

For more
details and care

& cleaning

Sarasota
This indoor/outdoor rug is made of 100% UV-stable polyester PET, which means it maintains 
the soft look and feel of wool while being highly durable. The fibers are made from recycled 
materials, such as water bottles, making it fade-resistant, versatile, and practical. Sarasota's 
braided construction comes in various rich colors and has a universal appeal for outdoor 
living spaces and high-traffic indoor areas.

 ∙ All rugs come 15' wide, offering larger rugs 
with no seams or wall-to-wall installations 
with fewer or no joins. 

 ∙ Like woven fabric, all rugs are hand-loomed 
vs tied knots, yielding a flat finish. 

 ∙ Low, durable, compact constructions make 
them ideal for layering. 

 ∙ Attached, non-slip pad suitable for indoor 
and outdoor, helps rug stay flat and secure. 

A036

SAND

A040

NAV Y

A038

LIME

A037

STR AWBERRY

A039

A ZURE

 ∙ Comfortable texture, an excellent alternative 
to 100% natural grass fibers that are more 
coarse underfoot. 

 ∙ Chic, sophisticated, cleanable, and family-friendly. 

 ∙ Imported and shipped domestically. 

 ∙ Select styles that meet Contract specifications; 
see the website for more details.

Newport in Sail
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Aspen in Bone


